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The uniforms of the UNITED States Army distinguish soldiers from other soldiers. U.S. Army uniform designs have been influenced in the past by British and French military traditions as well as contemporary us civilian fashion trends. The two primary uniforms of the modern U.S. Army are the Army Combat Uniform, which is used in
operational environments, and the Army Green Service Uniform, which is worn during daily work wear and on formal and ceremonial occasions that do not justify wearing the more formal blue service uniform. History The design of early army uniforms was influenced by both British and French traditions. One of the first army-wide
ordinances, passed in 1789, imposed blue coats with colored cladding to identify the region of origin of a unit: New England units wore white cladding, southern units wore blue cladding, and units from mid-Atlantic states wore red cladding. [1] The bandmen wore red uniforms to make them easier to identify for commanders on the
battlefield. Pantaloons were originally white, according to British uniforms, but were changed to grey in 1821 and sky blue in 1832. Infantry wore Tricorne hats, with different coverage prescribed for cavalry and special forces depending on function. The original uniform jacket of the Revolutionary War was dark blue with state-specific
colors. He was wearing a white vest and breeches and black shoes. All ranks wore a black tricorne hat with a black cacade; Later, a white cacade was used to represent the American alliance with Bourbon France. From 1782, regulars had red cladding. Foot regiments (infantry, artillery and supporting units) wore gold-metal buttons and
lace. Horse regiments (cavalry, light dragons and horse artillery) wore white-metal buttons and lace. From 1810, the uniform changed to follow European trends. The tight-fitting and short-skirt-coloured double-breasted coat replaced the single-breasted coat, and the vest was discontinued. Militia wore grey coats (still worn as a ceremonial
uniform at West Point) and regulars wore national blue (dark blue) coats (except for musicians who wore upturned red coats with blue disguises). The ranks wore the coat with a black oven tube shako, white or grey trousers with matching button-up sparrows and black short boots. Fairings and buttonhole cladding were discontinued in
1813. From the beginning of the Continental Army, the wearing of a sword and a barren purple sash served as a rank badge for all non-commissioned officers, but in 1820 the worst sash became a privilege for first non-commissioned officers and above only (from 1781 to 1833, the first sergeant was simply the supreme in a company or
battery and was not a separate rank). [2] From the 1850s onwards, the U.S. military leadership began to focus more on the tactics and styles of the French army, which were partly influenced by the rise of Napoleon III. [3] The most extreme examples of the introduction of French military fashion military fashion the use of Zouave uniforms
by some U.S. Army infantry regiments and the purchase of 10,000 Chasseurs uniforms to equip the Excelsior Brigade. [4] However, a more subtle styling - including skirt coats, squid hats and collar ornaments - also found uniform design preferences for the US Army. From the early 1900s to the end of World War II, the U.S. Army went
through various styles of khaki and olive drab uniforms and settled in 1954 on the Army Green Uniform for service clothing,[5] which was eventually withdrawn in 2010. An alternative half-dress uniform approved for officers during the summer months, the Army Khaki Cotton Uniform continued to be in use until 1985. Field dress at that time
was either the Army Tropical Uniform, or the M1951 wool field uniform. In 1981, the Battle Dress Uniform was pulled out of service in the mid-2000s in favor of the Army Combat Uniform. 18th century 1774, a blue coat of the Continental Army was worn with state-oriented colors and white vest and breeches or jumpsuits. The origin of blue
as the primary uniform color is earlier during the colonial era of the Continental Association or the First Continental Congress, which was held in Philadelphia, PA and adjourned on October 26, 1774. George Washington was the appointed Presiding Officer. While Washington was in Philadelphia, a hundred neighbors in Fairfax County ,VA,
led by George Mason, had organized themselves into a volunteer militia – probably the first in the colony – that chose Washington as its commander. The Fairfax Independent Company, which borrowed the colours of the English Whig party, wore blue uniforms with buff trims and white stockings. [6] Washington used Thomas Webb's A
Military Treatise on the Appointments of the Army as a guide to equipping this special unit. Washington would soon take over the additional field command of four other independent companies: Prince William, Fauquier, Richmond, and Spotsylvania Counties. [7] In 1782, red cladding was worn only with branches of white (infantry) or
yellow (artillery) metal buttons. 19th century uniforms for the war of 1812 were made in Philadelphia. Zouave uniforms from the Civil War. Infantry uniforms in 1899. This article is in list format, but can be read better than prose. You can help them by converting this article, if applicable. Editing help is available. (November 2018) 1810:
French uniform coat with front-mounted incision skirt; sleeved roundabout jacket for fatigue and field service. 1813: Uniform coat without buttonhole tip and reprint colours. 1821: Confirmation by Congress of the army wear and tear of national blue; practical grey wool pantaloons for winter mud, a tradition of contrasting shades. 1829:
Undressing (full round skirt) Coat instead of officer's civilian clothes. 1832: Branch of service cap badges, gold or silver officer-grade badges on epaulettes, and sky blue pants for all but staff and generals. 1835: Shoulder shoulder used to hold fringe epaulettes, with undressing, Officer Sadergrad. 1851: French Frock (full skirt) coat only
uniform, trimmed in system of branch of service colors. 1854: New waist-length uniform jacket for mounted troops 1872: blouse for garrison and field, uniform coat for clothing, with epaulettes for generals. 1881: Dark blue flannel overshirt often instead of blouse on field duty. 1885: Sky blue Kersey pants, aniline dye that is richer in colour
than the original vegetable dye. 1895: Officer's undressing sack coat, with black trim; Branch of service insignia and national Cypher U.S. on collar, with national eagle on cap. 20th century This article is in list format, but can be read better than prose. You can help them by converting this article, if applicable. Editing help is available.
(November 2018) 1902: Introduction of Olive drab wool and khaki cotton service uniforms; blue only for dress, full dress, chaos dress and special evening dress, trimmed with branch of service color retained. New patterns of blue full-dress and dress uniforms adopted for both officers and dedicated men [8] The leather color changed from
black to rusty. The visor cap M1902 is taken over. [9] 1907 and 1912: Minor changes required for 1902 model blue dress and full uniforms. [10] 1911: Wool felt M1911 Campaign Hat adopted. Hat cords were in branch colors for confiscated men, a gold metallic thread and black cord braid for subaltern and field officers, and woven from
gold-metal thread for general officers. 1917: Wearing blue dress, full dress and chaos dress uniforms suspended for the duration of the war. Warrant officers have been authorised to use the M1911 Campaign Hat to match a silver metal thread hat cord and black cord braid for wear. The lateral folding cloth Overseas Cap was unofficially
adopted by AEF employees in a variety of styles influenced by similar Allied patterns. 1921: The M1911 Campaign Hat is redesigned. 1928: Return of the blue dress uniforms from the pre-war period with new visor cap, optionally at the expense of the wearer. [11] The new uniforms of the Army Air Corps (1937) Play media 1938: Officer's
blue roll-collar coat adopted, with branch of service-color trim and dress belt (from full dress coat). 1939: The side foldable Overseas Cap is generally adopted as a garrison cap. [12] 1940: No blue uniform required in case of emergency (end of saber). 1941: The M1911 Campaign Hat is declared the Limited Standard. 1947: President
Harry S. Truman notes on the lack of a dress uniform and the return of the pre-war pattern; Evening dress uniform cuff with single golden lace and insignia of quality. 1953: Post-war officer and EM pattern with patch pockets; no traditional branch of service Trim on EM uniform and officers trouser stripes. 1954: Official adoption of the Army
Green Class A-Uniform; Worn with Army Tan Shade 46 long-sleeved cotton shirt (without insignia) and black four-in-hand tie. 1956: Striking uniform for bands and guards of honour. Leather color changed from rust to black. 1957: Blue uniform of the Women's Army, the same cut as 1951 1951 Uniform. 1959: Army blue uniforms for year-
round clothing. 1962: Women's army blue like army green uniform, with new guard. 1963: Compulsory possession of the blue uniform of the officer's army. 1972: Officer's measuring jacket cuff jewelry simplified to resemble the 1947 evening dress (grade insignia replaces branch badges; single strand of gold lace replaced several that
previously showed degrees). 1979: Army Green Class A Uniform: Shirt changed to Army green hue 415 polyester cotton blend shirt with epaulettes for wearing cloth slip-op grade grade insignia. 1993: Green becomes a darker hue and wrinkles added to shirt pockets. [13] Uniforms of pinks and greens in the 21st century (left and right).
Blue Army Service Uniform (ASU), Center In 2010, all soldiers were issued the blue Army Service Uniform (ASU), with the entire army wearing the blue ASU,[14] intended for formal occasions such as the completion of basic training in combat. In 2016, the Sergeant Major of the Army (SMA) pushed for the officer's pink greens from the
Second World War to be used for all soldiers and moved these green ASUs into daily office clothes. By 2028, all soldiers will wear the green ASU as office clothes. [15] 2008: The new blue Army Service Uniform (ASU) is introduced for the optional wear and tear of soldiers. [14] 2010: Blue ASU issued for all soldiers, starting in autumn.
2015: Army Green-Class A-Uniform officially retired; blue ASU worn army-wide after October 1. 2020: The new Army Greens service uniform is issued to soldiers reporting to their first units. [15] 2028: All soldiers must wear the new Army Greens uniform. [15] Current Designs Standard Uniforms Combat Uniform A soldier wears the Army
Combat Uniform Main article: Army Combat Uniform The Army Combat Uniform (ACU) is the supply uniform worn by the U.S. Army in garrison and combat zones. It consists of a jacket and trousers, which are worn with combat boots and a T-shirt. A matching patrol cap replaced the black beret by the ACU in July 2011. On the field, the
jacket can be replaced by the flame-resistant Army Combat Shirt when worn directly under a tactical vest. It was introduced in 2005 and replaced the previous Battle Dress Uniform and Desert Camouflage Uniform. The uniform originally had a digital camouflage pattern known as the Universal Camouflage Pattern (UCP) and was designed
for use in forest, desert and urban environments. [16] From 2010, most of the soldiers working in Afghanistan were exhibited acUs according to the commercial MultiCam pattern, which proved to be better suited to the country's terrain. [17] As a result, the Operational Camouflage Pattern (OCP), which resembles MultiCam, was launched
on Army-Wide UCP was fully retired in 2019. The ACU jacket has name bands, rank badges and shoulder patches and tabs, as well as recognition devices such as the Us Flag Patch and Infrared Tab (IR). (IR). are approved for wear with the ACU, full-color and damped IR. The U.S. flag badge is worn on the right shoulder bag of the ACU
coat. Unit patches are worn on the left shoulder, while combat patches are worn on the right side. The namebands, rank and skill badges are either secured with Velcro fasteners or can be sewn optionally. Service Uniform Main Article: Army Service Uniform The Army Green Service Uniform The current Garrison Service Uniform is known
as the Army Service Uniform. [18] At the end of 2018, a new version was announced, based on the service uniform of the officers pinks and greens worn during World War II and the Korean War. [19] The new service uniform includes a dark olive-colored, dreary coat, light, dreary trousers, a khaki shirt, an olive-colored tie, and brown
leather shoes for men and women, with women having the option of wearing a pencil skirt and pumps instead. [20] The uniform was made available to soldiers in mid-2020. [21] Promotional photo for Army Reserve Recruiting. The blue and gold ceremonial belt is optional and is not usually worn by all units, but only by the 3rd U.S. Infantry
Regiment (The Old Guard). The new Army Green Service uniform replaced the previous blue uniform. From 2020, the Army Blue Service Uniform will remain the Army's formal and ceremonial uniform. From 2010 to 2020, it was also used as the army's daily wearing uniform. The army has a tradition of blue uniforms dating back to the
Revolutionary War. The blue uniform, which had been the formal uniform, replaced the previous green service uniform in day clothes, which had been used by all officers and staff since its introduction in 1956. [22] [23] This green uniform had replaced the original Pinks and Greens uniform used during World War II and the Korean War.
Mess uniform Colonel Palmatier in Special Evening Dress, which was worn as an optional alternative to the Army Mess Uniform by officers from 1902 to 1969 Main article: Mess Dress Uniform - U.S. Army Mess Dress is the military term for the formal evening dress worn in chaos or on other formal occasions. This is usually worn as the
military equivalent of white tie or black tie. The army has two versions, a blue winter version and a white summer version, which are worn with different accessories depending on the formality of the event. The blue chaos uniform consists of the Army's blue chaos jacket, high-waisted trousers, a white semi-formal shirt with a turndown
collar, a black bow tie and a black cummer waistband. The blue trousers are cut according to the model of the civilian trousers, with a high waist and without wrinkles, cuffs or hip pockets. The trouser leg embellism consists of a which is worn at the outer seam of the trouser leg, from the underside of the waistband to the underside of the
trouser leg. General officers wear trousers in the same color as the jacket, with two 1/2-inch, gold braids, 1/2 inches apart. Currently established uniform regulation for Chaos Dress is that all other officers and The staff wears light blue trousers with a single 1 1/2 inch gold braid. When worn for white tie events, it is worn with a white formal
dress shirt with wing collar, white vest and white bow tie instead of the black tie versions. The white chaos uniform is similar, but instead has a white chaos jacket and black high-waisted trousers. The trousers are the same for all ranks. Physical medical uniform Minnesota National Guardsmen wear the Army's former Improved Physical
Fitness Uniform main item: Physical Training Uniform The Army Physical Fitness Uniform (APFU), manufactured by UNICOR and adopted in 2013, is modular, with individual pieces that can be combined or eliminated, depending on physical training conditions. All parts of the uniform are in black and gold and feature a training jacket,
short and long-sleeved T-shirts, track pants and stretchy running trousers. The uniform was released on October 1, 2014. No standard shoe style is specified for wearing; Soldiers are expected to simply buy commercial running shoes. However, shoes with profane or vulgar logos and toe shoes (such as the Vibram FiveFingers running
shoe) are prohibited. [24] Special ceremonial units of the U.S. Army define a class of special ceremonial units (ScUs) that include guards units and gangs authorized to wear distinctive uniforms – instead of the Army service uniform – for public duties, including state arrivals, official funerals, order changes and retirement ceremonies, and
the president's opening parade. Examples of SCU uniforms Uniform of a drummer in the 3rd Infantry Regiment Fife and Drum Corps Uniform of a drum major in the 3rd infantry regiment. Infantry Regiment Fife and Drum Corps Uniform of a soldier in the Commander-in-Chief's Guard Uniform of a Drum Major in the West Point Band
Uniform of a Corporal in the First Troop Philadelphia City Cavalry Uniform of a Sergeant in the 1st Cavalry Division of a Us Army Special Bandsman Uniform of a U.S. Army Special Band Drum Major Bands The U.S. Army has 34 active bands and more than 50 Most of these units wear the army service uniform for public tasks, but certain
units – mainly in the capital region – have uniforms that are used for special occasions. Unlike the Army Service Uniform, these special uniforms are usually issued to units instead of individuals for budgetary reasons and returned to the unit after the soldier has withstated. The U.S. Army Band Pershing's Own, the U.S. Army Field Band,
and the U.S. Army Herald Swear in a parade uniform designed by the U.S. Army Institute of Heraldry and introduced for the inauguration of Richard Nixon in 1969. The Blouse has a collar, instead of the open collar used on the Army Service uniform, and eight buttons that make up the eight eight of the musical scale. Decorative gold braid
adorns the cuffs and standard army cover is replaced by a purple lace hat, while drum majors wear a bearskin helmet. A white summer blouse is also available. [25] In the 1950s, Pershing's Own briefly wore a yellow-and-black uniform known for its resemblance to a circus costume as The Lion Tamer. Before World War II, the band's
uniform was a grey version of the standard-dressed blue uniform. The 3rd Infantry Regiment Fife and the Drum Corps wear red, open regimental coats, white coveralls and black tri-corner hats. The U.S. Military Academy Band – a full-time band assigned to the U.S. Military Academy at West Point – wears distinctive, high-class navy
jackets with white accessories and dark shakos. From 1875 to 1890, the band wore pimples instead of Shakos. Guards The Commander-in-Chief Guard, part of the 3rd Infantry Regiment, uses a special uniform reminiscent of the uniform worn by General George Washington's bodyguard. It consists of open blue regimental coats, white
coveralls and black tricorner hats. The First Troop Philadelphia City Cavalry (a unit of the Pennsylvania National Guard) has a special uniform with a full dress, known for its distinctive helmet with extravagant bearskin roach. [26] The horse department of the 1st Cavalry Division was granted special ceremonial status in 1972. Her parade
uniform is made up of a navy firefighter's shirt, which is worn with a pair of columbia blue trousers with yellow tubes. Amenities include a hanging towel around the neck and yellow suspenders. The cover is the cavalry Stetson. Other non-band SCU units with distinctive uniforms are the 54th Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry. Cadet
uniforms U.S. Military Academy cadets enrolled in spring parade uniform West Point Cadets at the United States Military Academy at West Point wear standard Army uniforms, including the Army Combat Uniform and the Army Physical Fitness Uniform, but also use several unique uniforms for exercises and daily clothing instead of the
Army Service uniform. Since 1816, West Point cadet uniforms have been styled in cadet grey, which is still the main color in the academy dress. The spring parade dress consists of cadet-grey swallowtail coats with 21-gold buttons, a stand-up collar, white pants and black shakos (known in the U.S. Army nomenclature as the Tarbucket
hat). Winter parade dress is similar to spring parade dress, although pants are kadett gray instead of dyed white. The same uniform is worn without the black Shakos hat and with the grey or white lace service cap depending on the season, if not paraded, but still required for formal events. For evening formal events, Headgear worn. The
summer dress (India Whites) consists of a white overblouse with stand-up collar, white pants and white lace service hats. Service dress (white over grey) consists of grey trousers, short-sleeved white shirts with shoulder boards and white lace caps. Lace caps. Uniforms consist of grey blouses with stand-up collars and a one-inch black
mohair braided band, grey trousers and grey lace caps. In cold weather, a grey long coat is worn over the uniform. The Day Service Uniform (As for Class) consists of grey trousers, charcoal-grey shirts in long-sleeved and short-sleeved versions and grey lace caps. [27] Senior Military Colleges Officers of the Texas A&amp;M University
Corps of Cadets in Class Bravos (Summer), the daily garrison uniform cadets at higher military colleges are entitled to wear uniforms developed by their institutions in accordance with Army Ordinance 670-1. Regular U.S. Army personnel assigned to these units as instructors can also wear institutionally developed uniforms instead of
standard army clothing. [Quote Required] Most caddet corps at higher military colleges wear uniforms loosely patterned on those of the U.S. Military Academy at West Point. An exception is Texas A&amp;M University, which has different types of unique cadet dress uniforms, the most formal variant being the Midnight uniform, consisting
of an olive-colored shirt, pink pants, khaki tie, black low-quarter shoes (or brown riding boots for senior cadets), Sam Browne belt sands and either lace hat, Stetson or side cap, depending on the circumstances. The Corps' special ceremonial unit, the Ross Volunteers, wears an all-white parade uniform with a lace hat, and the Fish Drill
Team, the Corps' all-freshman rifle drill, wears the Midnight uniform with black paratrooper boots, white belts and black polished combat helmet with chrome-plated brass. In general, the texas A&amp;M Corps uniforms are virtually identical to those worn by army personnel during World War II. [28] ROTC and Junior ROTC units Reserve
Officer Training Corps (ROTC) and Junior ROTC cadets wear the Army Service Uniform, Army Combat Uniform and Physical Training Uniform with some differences in rank, insignia and headgear for the JROTC Cadet ASU. The Green Service uniform in its Class A and B forms has since been completely stout from Classes A and B
ASU, which cadets now wear for all formal occasions and inspections. Junior ROTC cadets wear grey shirts instead of white shirts with army service uniform. Special Uniform Situations Special Covers A U.S. Army Officer and NCO wearing Cavalry StetsonsA U.S. Army Drill Sergeant carries his campaign coverA 1LT with 1st Bn, 504th
Inf. Reg., 82nd Airborne Division wearing his maroon beretA Special Forces CW5 with SWCS wearing his green beretSoldiers from the 1st Security Force Assistance Brigade wearing brown berets at activation ceremonyA U.S. Army Air Assault instructor wearing his special skills. Army Parachute Rigger Cap Soldiers assigned to the
Cavalry Units can be used during certain Replace the standard army softcover (the black beret, the blue lace hat or the camouflage cap) with the Cav Stetson, a black Stetson with gold braid and cavalry branch. Cavalry branch. U.S. Army Drill Sergeants are eligible to wear a campaign hat while in the Army Combat Uniform. The
campaign hat, which was first adopted in 1911, was abandoned during World War II for the use of trainers, but was re-adopted in 1964. Army campaign hats are olive green with the Great Seal of the United States centered on the front of the hat on a golden disc. Several berets in changing colors to the army's standard black cap are also
used. The personnel assigned to units trained and equipped for parachute infiltration, such as the 82nd Airborne Division, are entitled to wear the maroon beret, while soldiers assigned to the 75th Ranger Regiment wear brown caps. Soldiers completing the Special Forces Qualification Course are entitled to wear the green beret. The
army's newest units, the security forces, are entitled to wear a dark brown beret. The U.S. Army has also approved the wearing of some distinctive black or red baseball caps worn by special skill instructors (also known as trainers). Black Hats) or Parachute Riggers. Highland Dress The US Army Tartan, designed by Strathmore Woollen
Company, is black, khaki, blue, gold and two shades of green. The United States Army Psychological Operations Regiment has a separate tartan of green, black, red, gray, and white. [30] However, there are currently no U.S. Army units that use Highland clothing, and the wearing of the kilt with U.S. Army uniforms is not permitted under



Army regulations. [Quote Required] Among the armies in the five UkUSA agreements, only the United States and New Zealand have no active Scottish units, although both nations have done so in the past. Nevertheless, in accordance with the uniform u.s. Army regulations that allow caddet commandos at the U.S. Military Academy and
senior military colleges to introduce institute-specific uniforms, members of the bagpipe bands at West Point (the United States Military Academy), The Citadel (The Military College of South Carolina), Norwich University (The Military College of Vermont) and the Virginia Military Institute wear a Highland uniform as part of their ensembles.
These uniforms are patterned on collegial tartans instead of on the tartan of the U.S. Army. The Oregon Civil Defense Force (OSDF) also sets up a tape that carries a modified Highland uniform, including kilt and sporran, authorized by the Oregon Military Department. See also list of camouflage pattern uniforms of the United States Army
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